FireSmart Community Workshop
Geyserville | East Lake Sonoma

August 17, 2018 | 9am-3pm | Geyserville Fire Station
This workshop was funded by PG&E’s Resilient Community Better Together Grant and by Sonoma Water. A
big thank you to the Geyserville Fire District for hosting!

Meeting Highlights

1. The group gained some basic vocabulary about how to make their homes defensible, what a
healthy forest looks like, and then had a practical discussion in the afternoon about home and
forest management.
2. High level Recommendations included: start with the home first, then work your way outwards;
work together as neighbors to do land management. There was a clear difference between what
public agencies could do to protect homes (during a disaster) and what homeowners and
landowners should and need to do proactively. Personal responsibility is key.
3. There was a lot of interest in understanding defensible homes and how you could improve your
home to be more defensible.
4. Major challenges were: How to get neighbors involved, and how to work with HOAs effectively.

Purpose: To understand what the residents of the Lake Sonoma watershed want to do, and don’t want to
do, in order to inform collective action on fire resiliency. A worksheet distributed with further resources
can be found here.

Objectives
1.

2.

3.

4.

Understand what residents and land
managers are currently doing and thinking
with regards to fire, fire emergency,
vegetation management and home
defense in the Lake Sonoma Watershed.
Help residents understand how fire
resilience can protect their homes and
their watershed.
Develop a shared understanding of the
opportunities and barriers to collaboration
and living in a fire-adapted watershed.
Offer relevant tools and practical
suggestions for vegetation management

Agenda

1. Team Welcome & Introductions
2. Living with Fire in the Lake Sonoma
Watershed
a. Presentation: Sonoma Water
b. Presentation: Adriane Garayalde
c. Presentation: Caerleon Safford,
Fire Safe Sonoma
d. Presentation: Chief Ben Nichols,
CAL FIRE
3. Break
4. Tools to Work with Fire: Jason Wells,
Sonoma RCD, Ben Nicholls, CAL FIRE, and
Caerleon Safford, Fire Safe Sonoma
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and home defense through a hands-on
site visit, while gaining a better
understanding of how fire works in the
watershed.

5. Closing discussion
6. Lunch and prep for Site Visit

NOTES
Introductions

Ag Innovations, led by Genevieve Taylor, began by asking everyone present to introduce themselves, state
their affiliation (when applicable) and answer the following question: Why is now an important time to be
discussing fire resiliency?
●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

●
●
●
●

Background in climate planning and water - Planning for and thinking through our risk of
catastrophic risk is important because of the huge impacts on water, ecosystems and our
families
Being a ranch owner, being proactive around fire is important
All redwoods in canyon have fire scars except those cut as virgin timbers. It will come again.
redwood canyon coming into oak woodland. I can see how fuel has built up over the years.
Participated in a CFIP program
40% of our land is forest, lots of fuel on the ground
Lake County is area of concern for SCWA.
Thinking about the roles we can play to build
partnerships around fire resiliency in the
watershed.
What we can do to help the community to be
safe
How do we develop and plan for these
situations.
forest owner in Upper Salmon Creek - here to
learn how to be a better advocate for
establishing for healthy forest.
We were evacuated in October and thought
our land was gone - want to understand
resources available from County Agencies where can I go to get answers and help about what to do? What kind of enforcement power is
going to come in from the County to protect us all?
Working with many groups, natural resources and watershed aspects of recovery and resilience
planning
Want to know how to better manage the land we own.
Jason Wells - Sonoma RCD: - This moment is overdue - foresters have been talking about this for
forty years - applied ecologists use knowledge to best manage landscapes for society
There is a whole world of challenges and possibilities. I am motivated from the Sonoma Water
perspective - mutual co-dependence in that we provide clean drinking water and are dependent
upon partnering with landowners. What are the resources we need to partner?

Dialogue Guidelines

Genevieve presented the following guidelines as the group entered into the discussions and presentations
for the day.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

We are all in this together
Suspend certainty
Be prepared for nuance
Listen openly
Share the floor generously
Take care of yourself

Living with Fire in the Lake Sonoma Watershed

The FireSmart project team, Ag Innovations and Sonoma Water (SCWA), began by introducing the context
for the project and key reasons why Sonoma Water joined the project.

Jay Jasperse - Chief Engineer for Sonoma Water (SCWA)

What follows is a summary of the highlights of Sonoma Water’s presentation. Please see the f ull slide
presentation from Jay here.
Sonoma Water (formerly known as the Sonoma County Water Agency - SCWA) is a distinct legal entity
that is committed to working together to protect our water supplies and help make our watersheds more
resilient to wildfire. Sonoma Water supplies water to over 600,000 people. Most of the water we rely
upon is stored in Lake Sonoma. The Lake Sonoma Watershed includes 83,000 acres, most of which are
privately owned. With changing climate events, the probability of the Lake Sonoma region experiencing a
catastrophic wildfire is two or more times higher than previously. A catastrophic wildfire within the
watershed region could result in a range of negative consequences including, more runoff, potential for
landslides, impacts on water quality, impacts to habitat downstream of the dam, impacts to reservoir
operations and impacts to water supply. Sonoma Water is now engaged in a number of initiatives and
partnerships to create a more fire resilient Lake Sonoma Watershed and beyond. FireSmart Lake
Sonoma is one initiative centered on supporting residents and land managers in the watershed.

History of Fire in the area Adriane Garayalde, Vanoni Ranch
●

●

●
●
●

●

Adriane’s family owns Vanoni Ranch - located on East side of Russian River, halfway between
Cloverdale and Geyserville. Ranch is about 2,000 acres.
○ Family owned for 115 years: in the past the ranch has been a cattle ranch, held
horse-training, orchards and vineyards, as well as a dairy. Presently, we are now the only
ranch in the area.
Biggest challenge we’re facing is how to manage fractured land. People are buying second
homes and growing brush. We can manage vegetation on our own property, but if the properties
around us aren’t it’s a real challenge.
We keep buying bigger tractors to make bigger firebreaks.
Ingress and egress (entry and exit) to properties have been compromised. People are avoiding
River Road because it’s so overgrown.
My father and grandfather did controlled burns historically. My father got the permits from Air
Resources. We burned small areas at a time and had water available. We lost water and learnings
as a community.
Last October we fought the fire for 2 ½ days on our own with water tanks on our property.
○ This was the impetus for forming a Northeast Geyserville C.O.P.E. group (Citizens
Organized to Prepare for Emergencies)
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●

Every road needs to be managed as a fire break by the County.

Presentation from Caerleon Safford, Executive Coordinator, FireSafe Sonoma
Please see the full slide presentation from Caerleon Safford here.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Help to coordinate and participate in FireSafe Sonoma, Sonoma Fire Council, Sonoma County Fire
- purpose is to educate, outreach, and organize people and communities around fire
Volunteer firefighter in understaffed area - concerned about life safety of people where I live
Know the response side, know what the resources are like
Helped develop vegetation management program to enforce (new-ordinance)
People need to do the work to defend their homes early in the year
The houses in the wildland/urban interface that are the tail that is wagging the dog
There are three main priorities as firefighters in this order:
a. We protect life
b. We protect property
c. We protect habitat/the environment
It’s your responsibility as a property owner and someone who cares about the environment.
Fuel breaks are important but they don’t always function.
Lake County is the canary in the coal mine. Two thirds of Lake County has burned in the last 10
years.
It’s not going to work until it works from the house
out.

How do First Responders respond?
● From far away
● If there is a big fire somewhere else, expect delays
● Lately, this is more wildfire than there are
responders
What can residents do?
● Use “situational awareness”: weather, other large
incidents in California, use your senses
● Preparation is what you do b
 efore the fire
● Personal Safety
○ How do you get information especially if your
phone and internet is down?
○ What will you do if you have an immediate
danger or 10 minutes?
Preparing The Home
● During wildfires, home ignition is primarily related to:
○ Vulnerabilities on the structure itself
○ Fuels at 100+ feet surrounding it
○ Weather
○ Position on a slope - a house on a chimney or a draw will need extra mitigation
● Two guiding principles to prevent wildfire home ignitions are to “harden” structures to resist
ignition and decrease surrounding vegetation
● “Start with the house and work you way out”
Defensible Space
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●
●
●
●
●

Defensible Space Can save homes
Is the responsibility of the homeowner
Requires continual maintenance
Zone 1: 0’ - 30’ (5 foot non-combustible next to house walls)
Zone 2: 30’ - 100’ Reduce vegetation

Community Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP)
● Intention: bring together all stakeholders in the Wild-Urban Interface (WUI) to collaboratively
identify wildfire issues and prioritize strategies to reduce risk.
● Criteria of CWPP:
1. Collaborative
2. Risk-assessment
3. Recommends measures to reduce the ignitability of structures
● CWPPs are non-regulatory recommendations a community can use for itself or to acquire funding
13A County Ordinance
● Went out May 19th, 2018
● allocated .5 million, 35 fire department in Sonoma County, coordinating with fire districts to do
inspections on highest risk areas - for improved properties.
● We’re looking at grants of possibly up to $5 million in dealing with this and looking at how to
consolidate districts.
● With 13 A ordinance we are identifying the issue and giving landowners an opportunity to comply
○ Thinking about how to help people enforce and comply. There needs to be financial
assistance for those who can’t afford it (enforcement is only on 5 acres or less). For
example, a 500 acres plot - family trust - no money - what do you do in this situation?
● 13A is working with trying to protect from ignition points. We did LE-100 inspections (form
number for defensible space inspections). Inspections are expensive and take about 4 hours.
Citizens of our county have to be willing to pay for it.
● This is a culture shift and will take 3-5 years for the community to understand that we’re coming
to inspect - about 85% of people comply.

Presentation from Chief Ben
Nichols, CAL FIRE Division
Chief for the Napa/Sonoma
Unit, leads the Vegetation
Management Program
●

●
●

●
●
●

What can we do proactively
to prepare the community
for fires that are going to
happen?
Fire wants to burn uphill
CAL FIRE’s goal is to
contain 95% of fires to 10
acres or less - on private land
CAL FIRE is changing tact and treating fuels to reduce a catastrophic lens. We’re going to work
with landowners as a service program.
Hardening your homes costs money, but what costs more, losing your home?
Fuel breaks give us ingress (entry) and egress (exit) for citizens and create control lines.
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●

Vegetation Management Program is working to treat timber fuel type and get the forest
understory cleared.
○ We know there will be a fire, but with vegetation management is shouldn’t turn into a
crown fire that has catastrophic risk.

What are the biggest risks in the Lake Sonoma Watershed?
● The greatest fire risk in the Lake Sonoma region is where there are no people - West-side of the
Lake.
○ There hasn’t been a fire there in recent history
● We have an entire watershed that needs to be treated.
● We start by asking where are our fires starting? What hasn’t burned recently? Over time we treat
the entire watershed.
CAL FIRE Programs
● Prescribed burns: No CAL FIRE permit needed before May 1st to end of declared fire season for
burn
○ Prescribed burn after May: Allows landowners assistance to get cost share (LE 7 permit
required through CAL FIRE)
● Vegetation Management Program: cost share contract between landowner and CAL FIRE

Group Discussion - What are your key takeaways?
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Houses are the tail that wags the dog.
How do we manage fractured lands (i.e. lots of 2nd homes)?
If it’s predictable, it’s preventable. Most fires are human caused. Limit ignitions by educating and
informing the public. Work with communities to prepare for defensible space. All pieces have to
work together within the area at the same time.
Need to work on multiple scales (home and community) and use same vocabulary.
Biggest issue is neighbor compliance: lots of absentee owners, second homes, compliance
doesn’t work if 25% of people comply.
We have been told for decades that we can’t burn, now we may be told we have to do it.
There need to be recommendations
We need a program that helps us understand that we’re all in this together.

Tools to Work with Fire
Presentation from Jason Wells, Registered
Professional Forester, Sonoma Resource
Conservation District (RCD)
You can view the full slide presentation from
Jason Wells here.

Forest health and management in a fire adapted
landscape
●

●

What is a healthy forest?
○ No single definition - often
described in terms of ability to fulfil multiple uses over long time periods.
Impediments to Forest Heath
○ Pests - Mountain Pine Beetle
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●
●

●

●

○ Disease - Pine Pitch Canker, Root Rot
○ Wildfire
Forest Succession: Naturally occurring processes by which forests transition composition and
structure over time
Managing for Forest Health
○ Landscape Diversity (heterogeneity): in tree ages/sizes, density, species, understory,
habitat
○ Shaded fuel-break - remove understory so that if fire came through it wouldn’t climb to the
crown and be a stand-replacing fire
Fire as a Tool
○ Burns unevenly - creates heterogeneity
○ Reduces competition
○ Creates habitat
○ Favors fire-adapted species
Returning Fire to the Landscape
○ Often requires pre-treatment (thinning, chipping etc)
○ Conflicts with priorities of populated areas - as it’s a liability and for smoke management
○ Ultimately fire must be returned to the landscape

Management Resources for Landowners
Cost Share Programs:
● EQIP - Feds - Environmental Quality Incentives Program (NRCS)
● CFIP - California Forest Improvement program (CALFIRE)
Rx Burn Help:
● VMP - Vegetation Management program (CALFIRE)
Technical Assistance:
● Consulting Registered Professional Foresters (RPF)
○ Foresters have a multi-disciplinary education - fire ecology and systems - how do we
manage the landscapes for public and habitat objectives; we identify objectives and
manage lands to meet them.
● Resource Conservation District (RCD)
○ Our Resource Conservation Districts are liaisons between landowners and best
management practices - are up to date with soil quality and health for rangelands and
vineyards.
● Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS)
Additional Comments from Jason Wells:
● Biggest Barrier: Lack of community - lack of conversation with between neighbors. You can’t wait
for money or the government to step in.
● Prescribed Burn Associations (PBAs) require community buy-in. With a landscape level
management issue we need communities to work together. There’s a cultural shift needed for
this kind of community buy-in.
● There is interest in putting together a Prescribed Burn Association (PBA).
● Cooperative from Humboldt County is doing a pilot. Registered Professional Foresters are in high
demand, but there are only 1000 RPF licenses. 30% work for CalFire, 20% retired, 30% don’t live in
CA

Closing Group Questions and Discussion
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Are the considerations of making your house fire safe changing due to changing nature of fires (i.e.
Tubbs Fire)?
● Anticipate changes to building codes in the future - i.e. Fountaingrove was required to have
redwood fences around their house - but fences are a fuse to carry the fire back to the home.
● The code is not a requirement if the house was built before the Fire Safe building code was
changed to align with FireSmart 2007. Older houses are a “carrot deal”.
● Wooden decks are a huge vulnerability but are not in building code.
● As president of an Homeowners Association, whose job is to enforce CCNR (Covenants, Codes,
and Restrictions), we think most HOAs should have a provision that anything new that is done
should comply with county codes. To change CCNR’s is difficult. For any HOA, anything new that
gets done, should comply with county code.
● HOAs can strengthen an ordinance but not trump an ordinance.
Given what you are hearing and learning, what is needed?
● Increasing accessibility to the public to interact with you
● Educational forums - children can be forceful people in your household about things you’re doing
wrong.

How do I share this with my neighbors?
● Please talk to your neighbors. Please host them in your homes or anywhere - if you have your
neighbors together, the larger the group the better, Jason Wells & Caerleon Safford can speak to
the group (in Spring)
● Russian River Gazette - had defensible space on the back, letting people know there is a county
code/ordinance and that there will be inspections. People need to know zone recommendations this will get their attention.
● Sonoma County Program - we will send chipper and crew to your property for defensible space
and roadside clearing - Chipper Program is targeted - 3 hrs of chipper for free (usually spring). In
the Spring, there is availability.
○ Sonoma County board is purchasing an additional chipper. Gather your neighbors and get
it all going at once.
○ OCTOBER 2018 UPDATE: Sonoma County’s FireSafe Sonoma offered a free chipping
program (Chippers Ahoy!) to homeowners through a grant from the USDA Forest Service
that has now ended. The county is collecting comments from homeowners to support
future funding of this program. Submit a comment on FireSafe Sonoma’s website here.
● City Manager from City of Cloverdale - What are we doing as a city? What are they doing?
○ Our threat is going to come from the unincorporated areas.
○ What resources we can make available to homeowners to address fire safety in their
community that we can share with our residents that closely about those areas?
Workshop Adjourned for Site Visits
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